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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are used to generate meaningful recommen-
dations to users based on their preferences, which will be deter-
mined following several approaches. This work targets Arab readers
by providing accurate and reliable results that match their needs
and desirability. Eventually, it will enhance the reading experience
for any Arab readers. The main approach is to filter the recommen-
dations, and this can be achieved either by Content-Based filtering
or by Collaborative Filtering. The collaborative filtering techniques
presented in this paper compute the similarity matrix between
items and users’ ratings, and then evaluate the recommendations
for users. The techniques cover User-Based and Item-Based Collab-
orative Filtering, as well as Matrix Factorization through an SVD
algorithm. A comparison between these techniques is presented in
terms of the fitting and testing time, and accuracy. The KNN-based
algorithms showed better performance than the matrix factoriza-
tion method with respect to fitting and testing time. However, the
matrix factorization (SVD) algorithm had the best results in terms
of accuracy.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Computers in other domains; Publish-
ing; • Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing; Collaborative and social computing systems and tools; •
Computingmethodologies→Machine learning; Machine learn-
ing approaches; Factorization methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet offers many items and products for users to purchase;
this has raised a need for a system that filters options to meet users’
preferences. The system delivers personalized recommendations
to overcome information overload. Recommender Systems helped
to provide the best decision-making experience a user can have on
the Internet. They guide the user to find what they may like and
purchase. Since Recommender systems are a decision-making strat-
egy [1], They predict users’ preferences following several methods.
The methods might rely on the features of an item, similarities
between users and items, or a hybrid approach that combines both
to generate suitable suggestions.

The content-based method analyzes users’ history of purchasing
items and makes recommendations for items with similar features.
This method suffers from limited data analysis and relies on the
history of users purchases only [1]. It requires more item descrip-
tion to get higher accuracy in recommendations. In collaborative
filtering, recommendations are based on similarities between the
active user and other users, or the similarities between items rat-
ings. Collaborative filtering has become the most commonly used
method to recommend items for users [2]. It can be classified into
neighborhood-based (also known as memory based) and model-
based.

The neighborhood-based collaborative filtering works by finding
the nearest neighbors to the target user, then construct recommen-
dations according to neighbors. Neighborhood-based collaborative
filtering can be done following two techniques; user-based and
item based. In the user-based technique, the algorithm focuses on
similarities between users using their items rankings. Then com-
bines the nearest neighbors’ preferences, and generate the top N
recommendations for the target user. In the item-based technique,
it analyzes the user-item matrix to identify relationships between
different items. Then use these relationships to compute recom-
mendations for users indirectly [3]. Item based provides less online
computation since the relation between items is static, while in
the user-based, it is affected by behavioral changes. In the model-
based collaborative filtering, it builds a model without involving
the whole dataset. Then the system uses this model to make rec-
ommendations faster and with higher scalability. One of the most
famous model-based techniques is Matrix Factorization. It works by
reducing the dimensionality of the user-item matrix and computes
approximate predictions.

This paper will cover testing the neighborhood-based collabo-
rative filtering techniques and Matrix Factorization model-based
technique on Arabic Books Dataset. Eventually, evaluate errors,
analyze results, and compare between algorithms.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section will discuss similar work on recommender systems
and the use of collaborative filtering techniques. The interest in
recommender systems has increased after the launch of the popular
Netflix prize competition in 2006 [4]. The challenge was to improve
the recommendation process for almost 100 million movie ratings
in the Netflix dataset.

The first paper on collaborative filtering techniques was Tapestry
in 1992 [5]. The system did record users’ reactions and contributed
by providing the records to other users as feedback. Many collabora-
tive techniques were explicitly discussed and analyzed in research
papers revealed a high performance presented by the collaborative
filtering method [6]. It concludes that using this technique would
be more reliable and justified if the number of users was higher
than the number of items, which overcome the data sparsity prob-
lem. Another work that analyzed the similarity measures used in
collaborative filtering is a study by Agarwal, Ajay, and Minakshi
Chauhan (2017) [7]. It represents every similarity measure used in
recommender systems, especially the most important ones, such as
Pearson correlation coefficient, cosine similarity, and mean squared
difference. Given that these similarity measures are not be enough
to evaluate the appropriateness of the recommendations. The most
effective factor in finding the best recommendations is the data, to
get the real output you should provide real input data. This paper
considered applying collaborative filtering techniques on an Arabic
book dataset to compare methods and use different evaluation met-
rics to decide which has the best performance in terms of accuracy
and speed. The methods include user-based and item-based collab-
orative filtering, as well as matrix factorization, which will use the
mean squared differences to evaluate similarities. Afterward, the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
were used to evaluate each algorithm and finally generate the top
N predictions for users using each method’s recommendations.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The dataset used to implement the book recommender system is the
Books Reviews in Arabic Dataset (BRAD) [8]. It contains 510,600
Arabic language book reviews from 76,530 users and 4,993 different
titles. The reviews were collected from GoodReads.com website in
2016.

The data distribution is in the following format, rating: review_id:
book_id: user_id: review: where the scale of ratings ranges between
one and five stars per user.After applying collaborative filtering
methods, the ratings, user_id and the item_id columns will only be
needed. The reviews and review_id data columns are dropped. The
minimum number of reviews per book is one; this gives a better
insight through the data and working with the ratings. On average,
a user reviewed seven books, and each book received around 102
reviews. Using this clean dataset – that avoids null data - raises the
impact of testing the filtering methods. See Table 1

Fig. 1 shows the book rating distribution. A left-skewed plot can
be observed which indicates a higher number of ratings between
three and five. Fig. 2 shows the number of reviews for each cate-
gory, it depicts the total number of reviews per category plotted
logarithmically [8].

Table 1: BRAD Statistics

Title Number

Number of Reviews 510,598
Number of Users 76,530
Avg. reviews per user 7
Max reviews per user 396
Min reviews per user 1
Number of books 4,993
Avg. Reviews per book 102
Max Reviews per book 5,522
Min reviews per book 1

Figure 1: Rating Distribution in BRAD Dataset

Figure 2: Classification of books reviews’ ratings

After importing the dataset, all the algorithms needed can be
found in the Surprise Library [9]. Surprise library is a recom-
mender system specialized library, it provides built-in algorithms
and datasets that are very useful and precise. The algorithms were
implemented using python and within Jupyter notebook environ-
ment to provide the programming modularity needed and to be
able to test different models and evaluate them quickly.
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4 ALGORITHM
This section provides a theoretical analysis behind every method
applied to the Arabic book reviews dataset. The ultimate goal of
building any recommendation system is generating reliable recom-
mendations that satisfy users’ real needs. The first step is to find
similarities between users and items in the neighborhood-based
class, or by reducing the user-item matrix dimensionality in the
model-based class.

User-based collaborative filtering uses similarities between users
that are listed in a matrix of ratings between users and items. Those
similarities are being computed using some similarity measure such
as Cosine similarity, Mean Squared Difference (MSD), or Pearson
correlation. All of the mentioned measures are offered in the Sur-
prise library used [9].

4.1 Computation of Similarity
This section evaluates the Mean Squared Difference (MSD) between
pairs of users in the User-Based collaborative filtering, and between
pairs of items in the item-based collaborative filtering. MSD only
considers the absolute ratings, but not consider the number of
common ratings [7].

msd(u,v) =
1
Iuv

•
∑
i ∈Iuv

(ru i − rv i)
2 (1)

msdsim(u,v)=
1

msd(u,v) + 1
(2)

It starts by finding the MSD between two vectors u and v (can
be users or items) using the ratings of the first vector rui and the
second vector rvj and Iuv are the set of items rated by users u and v,
shown in equation 1). In the second equation, the similarity score is
calculated according to the average difference between two vectors
(ratings).

To provide a good prediction analysis on the testing stage, the
same similarity measurement in item-based and user-based tech-
niques is used. The mean of these squared differences would then
provide a measure of similarity: the lower the mean squared differ-
ence, the greater the similarity [10].

4.2 Top N Recommendations
In the neighborhood-based collaborative filtering, computing the
nearest k neighbors for the active user is a key factor to evaluate the
best-predicted recommendation. Choosing the constant k is what
controls the performance of finding the target rating. Constant k is
the number of users or items near the unknown value; it calculates
the similarities between them and selects the nearest n neighbors
with the highest correlation.

4.3 Matrix Factorization
Matrix Factorization, shown in Fig. 3, is used over the user-item
matrix of ratings. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) function
reduces the matrix dimensionality and makes it easier to evaluate
similarities in the complex matrices.

Assuming a matrix of ratings (U × I), reducing dimensionality
will produce two matrices (U × K) and (I ×K) such that their product
produces the original (U × I) rating matrix. The prediction r û i is

Figure 3: Matrix Factorization

set as:

rˆu i = µ + bu + bi + q
T
i pu (3)

The SVD function provided by Surprise library is used [5]. Docu-
mentation of the function provided the details of the SVD evaluation
process and its application over the rating dataset used. The terms
in equation 3) represent the following:

• µ: the overall average of the ratings
• bu: user bias
• bi: item bias
• pu: vectors for users
• qi: vector for items

Both qi and pu represent the vectors for items and users, such
that the dot product in the last term of the equation denotes a certain
interaction between the user and the item vectors that finally leads
to the user’s overall predicted interest in a certain item [11]. The
predicted rating can be calculated using the SVD equation, for
anonymous user u, the bias bu and the factors pu are considered to
be with value zero. The same applies to anonymous items with the
bias bi and the factors qi, shown in equation 3).

The biggest problem of using SVD in collaborative filtering algo-
rithms is its high computational cost [12]. An implementation of a
Stochastic SVD algorithm was found to overcome this issue.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The user-based, item-based and matrix factorization techniques
were validated using accuracy measures such as Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the Precision and
Recall. The accuracy measures give an indication of how relevant
and reliable the prediction is. Then, the models mentioned above are
applied on a test set. After calculating the error measures, it starts
a comparison between them. A cross-validation with five folds is
used the resulting average error for each metric is computed.

Using the cross-validation function provides fitting and testing
time in the final output. The User-Based and Item-Based models
reached the minimum fitting time of one second on average. Here,
the testing time was the highest between the different models;
average of 4.4 seconds. The maximum fitting time recorded by the
matrix factorization model can be observed, around 9.7 seconds, as
shown in Fig. 4
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Figure 4: Test and Fit time for each model

Figure 5: Average MAE score for each model

5.1 Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
MAE is less sensitive to outlier instances that make it a good indica-
tor for models that puts a hugeweight on the big relevant changes in
the data. In average, MAE treats the individual differences weights
equally.

MAE =
1
n

n

(j=1)

n∑
j=1

|yj − ŷ j | (4)

The MAE from the previous formula, shown in Fig. 5, is calculated
on the test set for each model. For the user-based model, a MAE
score of 0.8463 was computed. In item based, the score was 0.8260
and finally Matrix Factorization scored 0.7907 error, which is the
lowest MAE value, this gives an indication about which model will
be better for the system. Here it is the matrix factorization (SVD)
function.

The MAE scores show on the average case how much the model
would diverge from the target predicted value for the item, which
is in this case, the books. The goal is to apply the model with the
minimum MAE score to assure better results that are reasonable
enough for the user. See equation 4).

5.2 Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
RMSE measures the root of the average squared error of the pre-
dictions. It calculates the square difference between the prediction
and the real target value, then calculate average those values and
produce the root value of the calculation. RMSE is known to be
highly susceptible to outliers (unlike MAE). RMSE is sensitive to
any unexpected changes in the instances. For data full of noise, it

Figure 6: Average RMSE score for each model

is recommended to evaluate errors using MAE, not RMSE. RMSE,
shown in equation 5), provides the scale of the errors the same as
the scale of target data, which is, in this case, the ratings between
one and five.

RMSE =

√∑N
i=1 (Pr edictedi −Actuali )

2

N
(5)

RMSE scores in the test were higher than the MAE scores. This
shows how RMSE skewed due to outlier values. In user-based the
RMSE score was 1.0578, in item based the RMSE was 1.0315 while in
matrix factorization it scored the lowest RMSE value 0.9928. Matrix
factorization performance can be generalized as the best model
used in the book recommender system which is observed in Fig. 6

Fig. 6 shows the average RMSE scores for each model, the matrix
factorization model proved that the dimensionality reduction appli-
cations in the recommender system lead to a better, more accurate
results. Matrix factorization reduces the noise in the training pro-
cess and discards unnecessary data and that speeds up the testing
while providing better performance.

5.3 Precision and Recall
The precision metric evaluates the models’ ability to find all target
predictions. The recall metric evaluates how much target predic-
tions were actually retrieved. In the recommender system case, the
collaborative filtering techniques that rely on the Top N recommen-
dations for the target user is used. For this definition, the precision
and recall values are calculated at a certain k value, where k is
the value that matches the N recommendations specifications. By
assumption, the user examines the top-K results. The value K has a
huge impact on the result. It is important to choose the best k value
that evaluates the best Precision and recall score. The K values
chosen are the range between 1 and 10.

For the optimal general case in precision@K and recall@K, their
values must be 0.5 for each. Using K=1 leaves a low value of recall
which means that a big amount of good recommendations were
not presented to the user and this should not happen. Instead, the
value of K is raised to five and again to 10 and by this, the results
improved clearly. For example, precision@K and recall@K reached
very good values around 0.6 and 0.7 in each model as presented in
Fig. 7
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Figure 7: Precision and Recall for different K values

It is observed that the precision@K and recall@K values differed
each time the K value changed. The three algorithms showed the
same behavior with each increase in K. This happened because the
differences between the algorithm results were convergent in terms
of the precision and recall measurements.

6 CONCLUSION
Recommender systems encouraged the lifestyle choices people
take every day. Books are one of the richest and diverse contents,
which make it difficult to select or recommend one. Thus, building
a good recommender system requires a good filtering model, the
appropriate similarity measure, and the use a good accuracy metric
to improve the systems’ ability to predict the right items for users.

This paper introduced different collaborative filtering techniques,
and used different accuracy metrics (such as the RMSE, MAE, pre-
cision, and recall) to analyze and compare these models to select

the best fit for the data. Moreover, it compared the performance
different models for this problem. In terms of fitting and testing
time, the KNN-based algorithms showed better performance than
the matrix factorization method represented in the SVD algorithm.
However, the matrix factorization (SVD) algorithm had the best
results in terms of accuracy.
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